Sophia Pandeya

dear ear
dear humdrum
dear anagram of read
dear denizen, dear muddling middle dear ambiguity
dear dare, lapsing into quicks&apps
dear nearly departed, dear hash-tagged, dear postage
dear dearth dear death dear earth
dear absorption, dear din of libidinous amplitude
dear oscillating ossuary dear bone of content, ion, mention
dear listing labyrinth, minotaur of minutiae, dear done in by thousand cut-edit-paste
dear horror of horrors, dear drone, dear hour, dear *rouh
dear abbreviated, amp-mutated dear eerie
dear cut-off mid-riff, dear of beat off beat
dear de dear are dear re dear error
dear hastily assembled dear pastiche
dear archaic
dear accretion, acceleration, dear out & out
dear antonym of dead ant, dear luggage

dear dangling dear language, dear lengthening, dear lunge of age, dear fungal tongue

dear addy, dear add, dear undressed unrest dear hurl of tiny url

dear undone dear unending

dear _

*rouh: spirit